Real-world datasets are often biased with respect to key demographic factors such as race and gender. Due to the latent nature of the underlying factors, detecting and mitigating bias is especially challenging for unsupervised machine learning. We present a weakly supervised algorithm for overcoming dataset bias for deep generative models. Our approach requires access to an additional small, unlabeled but unbiased dataset as the supervision signal, thus sidestepping the need for explicit labels on the underlying bias factors. Using this supplementary dataset, we detect the bias in existing datasets via a density ratio technique and learn generative models which efficiently achieve the twin goals of: 1) data efficiency by using training examples from both biased and unbiased datasets for learning, 2) unbiased data generation at test time. Empirically, we demonstrate the efficacy of our approach which reduces bias w.r.t. latent factors by 57.1% on average over baselines for comparable image generation using generative adversarial networks.
INTRODUCTION
Increasingly, many applications of machine learning (ML) involve data generation. Examples of such production level systems include Wavenet for text-to-speech synthesis [1] , generative adversarial networks (GAN) for dental restoration [2] , and a large number of creative applications such Coconet used for designing the "first AI-powered Google Doodle" [3] . As these generative applications become more prevalent, it becomes increasingly important to consider questions with re-Preliminary work. *Denotes equal contribution.
gards to the potential discriminatory nature of such systems and ways to mitigate it [4] .
A variety of socio-technical factors contribute to the discriminatory nature of ML systems [5] . A major factor is the existence of biases in the training data itself [6, 7] . Since data is the fuel of ML, any existing bias in the dataset can be propagated to the learned model [8] . This is a particularly pressing concern for generative models which can easily amplify the bias by generating more of the biased data at test-time. Further, learning a generative model is fundamentally an unsupervised learning problem and hence, the bias factors of interest are typically latent. For example, while learning a generative model of human faces, we often do not have access to attributes such as gender, race, and age. Any existing bias in the dataset with respect to these attributes are easily picked by deep generative models. See Figure 1 for an illustration.
In this work, we present a weakly-supervised approach to learning fair generative models in the presence of dataset bias. Our source of weak supervision is motivated by the observation that obtaining relatively small unbiased datasets is feasible in practice e.g., survey data collected by organizations such as World Bank typically follow several good dataset collection practices [9] to ensure representativeness before release. However, collecting such unbiased datasets can be expensive and unscalable. In contrast, obtaining large unlabelled (but biased) datasets is relatively cheap for many domains in the big data era. As another example, biotech firms invest monetary and infrastructure resources to gather representative data from different demographics for personal genomics, but admit limitations in scaling as the majority of their existing data belongs to a highly biased sample of the world population [10, 11] . Note that neither of our datasets need to be labeled w.r.t. the latent bias attributes and the size of the unbiased dataset can be much smaller than the biased dataset. Hence, the unbiased supervision we require is weak.
Using an unbiased dataset to augment a biased dataset, our goal is to learn a generative model that best approximates the desired, unbiased data distribution. Simply using the unbiased dataset alone for learning is an op-arXiv:1910.12008v1 [cs. LG] 26 Oct 2019 tion, but this may not suffice since this dataset can be too small to learn an expressive model that accurately captures the underlying unbiased data distribution. Our approach to learning a fair generative model that is robust to biases in the larger training set is based on importance reweighting. In particular, we learn a generative model which reweighs the data points in the biased dataset based on the ratio of densities assigned by the biased data distribution as compared to the target unbiased data distribution. Since we do not have access to explicit densities assigned by either of the two distributions, we estimate the weights by using a probabilistic classifier [12, 13] .
We test our weakly-supervised approach on learning generative adversarial networks on the CelebA dataset [14] . The dataset consists of attributes such as gender and hair color, which we use for designing biased and unbiased data splits and subsequent evaluation. Our empirical results successfully demonstrate how the reweighting approach can offset dataset bias on a wide range of settings. In particular, we obtain improvements of 74.9% and 22.6% on average over baselines in reducing the bias with respect to the latent factors in the setting of single-attribute and multi-attribute dataset bias respectively for comparable sample quality.
PROBLEM SETUP

Background
We assume there exists a true (unknown) data distribution p data : X → R ≥0 over a set of d observed variables x ∈ R d . In generative modeling, our goal is to learn the parameters θ ∈ Θ of a distribution p θ : X → R ≥0 over the observed variables x, such that the model distribution p θ is close to p data . Depending on the choice of learning algorithm, different approaches have been previously considered. Broadly, these include adversarial training (e.g., GANs [15] ) and maximum likelihood es-timation (MLE) (e.g., variational autoencoders [16, 17] and normalizing flows [18] ). Our bias mitigation framework is agnostic to the above training approaches. For generality, we consider expectation based learning loss objectives:
where (·) is a suitable per-example loss that depends on both examples x drawn from a dataset D and the model parameters θ. The above expression encompasses a broad class of MLE and adversarial objectives. For example, if (·) denotes the negative log-likelihood assigned to the point x as per p θ , then we recover the MLE training objective.
Dataset Bias
The standard assumption for learning a generative model is that we have access to a sufficiently large dataset D unbias of training examples, where each x ∈ D unbias is assumed to be sampled independently from a target unbiased distribution p data = p unbias . In practice however, collecting large datasets that are i.i.d. w.r.t. p unbias is difficult due to a variety of sociotechnical factors. Even more, the sample complexity for learning high dimensional distributions can be doublyexponential in the dimensions in many cases [19] , surpassing the size of the largest available datasets.
We can partially offset this difficulty by considering data from alternate sources related to the target distribution, e.g., images scraped from the Internet. However, these additional datapoints are not expected to be i.i.d. w.r.t. p unbias . We characterize this phenomena as dataset bias, where we assume the availability of a dataset D bias , such that the examples x ∈ D bias are sampled independently from a biased (unknown) distribution p bias that is different from p unbias , but shares the same support.
Evaluation
Evaluating generative models and fairness in machine learning are both open areas of research in itself. Our work is at the intersection of these two fields and we propose the following metrics for measuring bias mitigation for data generation. If we have access to a highly accurate predictor p(u|x) for the distribution of the sensitive attributes u conditioned on the observed attributes x, we can evaluate the extent of bias mitigation via the discrepancies in the expected marginal likelihoods of u as per p unbias and p θ . Formally, we define the fairness discrepancy f for a generative model p θ w.r.t. p unbias and sensitive attributes u:
In practice, the expectations in Eq. (2) can be computed via Monte Carlo averaging. Again the lower is the discrepancy in the above two expectations, the better is the learned model's ability to mitigate dataset bias w.r.t. the sensitive attributes u.
BIAS MITIGATION
Recall that we assume a learning setting where we are given access to a data source D bias in addition to a dataset of training examples D unbias . Our goal in this work is to capitalize on both data sources D bias and D unbias for learning a model p θ that best approximates the unbiased target distribution p unbias .
Baselines
We begin by discussing two baseline approaches at the extreme ends of the spectrum. First, one could com-pletely ignore D bias and consider learning p θ based on D unbias alone. Since we only consider proper losses w.r.t. p unbias , global optimization of the objective in Eq. (1) in a well-specified model family will recover the true data distribution as |D unbias | → ∞. However, since D unbias is finite in practice, this is likely to give poor sample quality even though the fairness discrepancy would be low.
On the other extreme, we can consider learning p θ based on the full dataset consisting of both D unbias and D bias . This procedure will be data efficient and could lead to high sample quality, but it comes at the cost of fairness since the learned distribution will be heavily biased w.r.t. p unbias .
Solution 1: Conditional Modeling
Our first proposal is to learn a generative model conditioned on the identity of the dataset used during training. Formally, we learn a generative model p θ (x|i) where i ∈ {0, 1} is a binary random variable indicating whether the model distribution was learned to approximate the data distribution corresponding to D unbias (i.e., p unbias ) or D bias (i.e., p bias ). By sharing model parameters θ across the two values of i, we hope to leverage both data sources. At test time, conditioning on i for D unbias should result in fair generations.
As we demonstrate in Section 4 however, this simple approach does not achieve the intended effect in practice. The likely cause is that the conditioning information is too weak for the model to infer the bias factors and effectively distinguish between the two distributions. Next, we present an alternate two-phased approach based on density ratio estimation which effectively overcomes the dataset bias in a data-efficient manner.
Solution 2: Importance Reweighting
Recall one of the trivial baselines in Section 3.1 which learns a generative model on the union of D bias and D unbias . This method is problematic because it assigns equal weight to the loss contributions from each individual datapoint in our dataset in Eq. (1), regardless of whether the datapoint comes from D bias or D unbias . For example, in situations where the dataset bias causes a minority group to be underrepresented, this objective will encourage the model to focus on the majority group such that the overall value of the loss is minimized on average with respect to a biased empirical distribution i.e., a weighted mixture of p bias and p unbias with weights proportional to |D bias | and |D unbias |.
Our key idea is to reweight the datapoints from D bias during training such that the model learns to downweight over-represented data points from D bias while si-multaneously upweighting the under-represented points from D unbias . The challenge in the unsupervised context is that we do not have direct supervision on which points are over-or under-represented and by how much. To resolve this issue, we consider importance sampling [23]. Whenever we are given data from two distributions, w.l.o.g. say p and q, and wish to evaluate a sample average w.r.t. p given samples from q, we can do so by reweighting the samples from p by the ratio of densities assigned to the sampled points by p and q. In our setting, the distributions of interest are p bias and p unbias respectively. Hence, an importance weighted objective for learning from D bias is:
Estimating density ratios via binary classification. To estimate the importance weights, we use a binary classifier as described below [12] .
Consider a binary classification problem with classes Y ∈ {0, 1} with training data generated as follows. First, we fix a prior probability for p(Y = 1). Then, we repeatedly sample y ∼ p(Y ). If y = 1, we independently sample a datapoint x ∼ p unbias , else we sample x ∼ p bias . Then, as shown in [24], the ratio of densities p unbias and p bias assigned to an arbitrary point x can be recovered via a Bayes optimal (probabilistic) classifier c * : X → [0, 1] as:
where c(Y = 1|x) is the probability assigned by the classifier to the point x belonging to class Y = 1. Here,
is the ratio of marginals of the labels for two classes. In practice, we do not have direct access to either p bias or p unbias and hence, our training data consists of points sampled from the empirical data distributions defined uniformly over D unbias and D bias . Further, we may not be able to learn a Bayes optimal classifier and denote the importance weights estimated by the learned classifier c for a point x asŵ(x).
Our overall procedure is summarized in Algorithm 1. We use deep neural networks for parameterizing the binary classifier and the generative model. Given a biased and unbiased dataset along with the network architectures and other standard hyperparameters (e.g.,
Algorithm 1 Learning Fair Generative Models
Input: D bias , D unbias , Classifier and Generative
Model Architectures & Hyperparameters
Output: Generative Model Parameters θ 1: Phase 1: Estimate importance weights 2: Learn binary classifier c for distinguishing Sample a batch of points B from D at random 10:
Estimate gradients ∇ θ L(θ; D) and update parameters θ based on optimizer update rule 12: end while 13: return θ learning rate, optimizer etc.), we first learn a probabilistic binary classifier (Line 2). The learned classifier can provide importance weights for the datapoints from D bias via estimates of the density ratios (Line 3). For the datapoints from D unbias , we do not need to perform any reweighting and set the importance weights to 1 (Line 4). Using the combined dataset D bias ∪D unbias , we then learn the generative model p θ where the minibatch loss for every gradient update weights the contributions from each datapoint (Lines 6-12).
For a practical implementation, it is best to account for some diagnostics and best practices while executing Algorithm 1. For density ratio estimation, we test that the classifier is calibrated on a held out set. This is a necessary check (but insufficient) for the estimated density ratios to be meaningful. If the classifier is miscalibrated, we can apply standard recalibration techniques such as Platt scaling before estimating the importance weights. Furthermore, while optimizing the model using a weighted objective, there can be an increased variance across the loss contributions from each example in a minibatch due to importance weighting. We did not observe this in our experiments, but techniques such as normalization of weights within a batch can potentially help control the unintended variance introduced within a batch [12] .
Theoretical Analysis. The performance of Algorithm 1 critically depends on the quality of estimated density ratios, which in turn is dictated by the training of the binary classifier. We define the expected negative cross-entropy (NCE) objective for a classifier c as:
In the following result, we characterize the NCE loss for the Bayes optimal classifier. Theorem 1. Let Z denote a set of unobserved bias variables. Suppose there exist two joint distributions p bias (x, z) and p unbias (x, z) over x ∈ X and z ∈ Z. Let p bias (x) and p bias (z) denote the marginals over x and z for the joint p bias (x, z) and similar notation for the joint p unbias (x, z) such that
and p bias (x|z = k), p bias (x|z = k ) have disjoint supports for k = k . Then, the negative cross-entropy of the Bayes optimal classifier c * is given as:
For example, as we shall see in our experiments in the following section, the inputs x can correspond to face images, whereas the unobserved z represents sensitive bias factors for a subgroup such as gender, race etc. The proportion of examples x belonging a subgroup can differ across the biased and unbiased datasets with the relative proportions given by b(z). Note that the above result only requires knowing these relative proportions and not the true z for each x. The practical implication is that under the assumptions of Theorem 1, we can check the quality of density ratios estimated by an arbitrary learned classifier c by comparing its empirical NCE with the theoretical NCE of the Bayes optimal classifier in Eq. 8 (see Section 4.1).
EMPIRICAL EVALUATION
In this sections, we are interested in investigating two broad questions empirically:
1. How well can we estimate density ratios for the proposed weak supervision setting?
2. How effective is the reweighting technique for learning fair generative models on the fairness discrepancy metric proposed in Section 2.3?
We further demonstrate the usefulness of our generated data in downstream applications such as data augmentation for learning a fair classifier in Supplement D.1.
Dataset. We consider the CelebA [14] dataset, which is commonly used for benchmarking deep generative models and comprises of images of faces with 40 labeled binary attributes. We use this attribute information to construct 3 different setting for partitioning the full dataset into D bias and D unbias .
• Setting 1 (single, bias=0.9): We set z to be a single bias variable corresponding to "gender" with values 0 (female) and 1 (male) and b(z = 0) = 0.9.
Specifically, this means that D unbias contains the same fraction of male and female images whereas D bias contains 0.9 fraction of females and rest as males.
• Setting 2 (single, bias=0.8):
We use same bias variable (gender) as Setting 1 with b(z = 0) = 0.8.
• Setting 3 (multi): We set z as two bias variables corresponding to "gender" and "black hair". In total, we have 4 subgroups: females without black hair (00), males without black hair (01), females with black hair (10) , and males with black hair (11) . We set b(z = 00) = 0.437, b(z = 01) = 0.063, b(z = 10) = 0.415, b(z = 11) = 0.085.
We emphasize that the attribute information is used only for designing controlled biased and unbiased datasets and faithful evaluation. Our algorithm does not explicitly require such labeled information.
Models. We train two classifiers for our experiments:
(1) the attribute (e.g. gender) classifier which we use to assess the level of bias present in our final samples; and (2) 
Density Ratio Estimation via Classifier
For each of the three experiments settings, we can evaluate the quality of the estimated density ratios by comparing empirical estimates of the cross-entropy loss of the density ratio classifier with the cross-entropy loss of the Bayes optimal classifier derived in Eq. 8. We show the results in Table 1 where we find that the two losses are very close, suggesting that we obtain high-quality density ratio estimates that we can use for subsequently training fair generative models. In Supplement C, we show a more fine-grained analysis of the 0-1 accuracies and calibration of the learned models.
Model
Bayes optimal Empirical single, bias=0.9 0.591 0.606 single, bias=0.8 0.604 0.652 multi 0.611 0.666 Table 1 : Comparison between the cross-entropy loss of the Bayes classifier and learned density ratio classifier.
In Figure 2 , we show the distribution of our importance weights for the various latent subgroups. We find that across all the considered settings, the underrepresented subgroups (e.g., males in Figure 2 (a), 2(b), females with black hair in 2(c)) are upweighted on average (mean density ratio estimate > 1), while the overrepresented subgroups are downweighted on average (mean density ratio estimate < 1). Also, as expected, the density ratio estimates are closer to 1 when the bias is low (see Figure 2 (a) v.s. 2(b)).
Fair Data Generation
We compare our importance weighted approach against three baselines: (1) equi-weight: a WGAN-GP trained on the full dataset D unbias ∪ D bias that weighs every point equally;
(2) unbiased-only: a WGAN-GP trained on the unbiased dataset D unbias ; and (3) conditional: a conditional WGAN-GP where the conditioning label indicates whether a data point x is from D unbias (y = 1) or D bias (y = 0). In all our experiments, the unbiased-only variant which only uses the unbiased dataset D unbias for learning however failed to give any recognizable samples. For a clean presentation of the results due to other methods, we hence ignore this baseline in the results below and defer the reader to the supplementary material for further results.
To evaluate performance under a variety of settings, we also vary the size of the balanced dataset D unbias relative to the unbalanced dataset size |D bias |: perc = {0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 1.0}. Here, perc = 0.1 denotes |D unbias | = 10% of |D bias | and perc = 1.0 denotes |D unbias | = |D bias |.
Single Attribute Splits
We train our gender classifier for evaluation on the entire CelebA training set, and achieve a level of 98% accuracy on the held-out set. For each experimental setting, we evaluate bias mitigation based on the fairness discrepancy metric (Eq. (2)) and also report sample quality based on FID [20].
For the bias = 90 split, we show the samples generated via imp-weight in Figure 3a and the resulting fairness discrepancies in Figure 3b . Our framework generates samples that are slightly lower quality than equi-weight baseline samples shown in Figure 1 , but is able to produce almost identical proportion of samples across the two genders. Similar observations hold for bias = 80, as shown in Figure 4 . While importance weighting outperforms all baselines on the fairness discrepancy metric as seen in Figure 4a , the baselines do better in a couple of cases for FID (perc= 1.0 in Figure 4b ).
Multi-Attribute Split
We conduct a similar experiment with a multi-attribute split based on gender and the presence of black hair. The attribute classifier for the purpose of evaluation is now trained with a 4-way classification task instead of 2, and achieves an accuracy of roughly 88% on the test set. We refer the reader to Supplement D.2 for corresponding results and analysis.
RELATED WORK
Fairness & generative modeling. There is a rich body of work in fair ML, which focus on different notions of fairness (e.g. demographic parity, equality of odds and opportunity) and study methods by which models can perform tasks such as classification in a non-discriminatory way [ the context of fair generative modeling. The vast majority of related work in this area is centered around fair and/or privacy preserving representation learning, which exploit tools from adversarial learning and information theory among others [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] . A unifying principle among these methods is such that a discriminator is trained to perform poorly in predicting an outcome based on a protected attribute. [38] considers transfer learning of race and gender identities as a form of weak supervision for predicting other attributes on datasets of faces. While the end goal for the above works is classification, our focus is on data generation in the presence of dataset bias and we do not require explicit supervision for the protected attributes.
The most relevant prior works in the data generation setting are FairGAN [39] and FairnessGAN [40] . The goal of both methods is to generate fair datapoints and their corresponding labels as a preprocessing technique. This allows for learning a useful downstream classifier and obscures information about protected attributes. Again, these works are not directly comparable to ours as we do not assume explicit supervision regarding the protected attributes during training, and our goal is fair generation given unlabelled biased datasets where the bias factors are latent.
Reweighting. Reweighting datapoints is a common algorithmic technique for problems such as dataset bias and class imbalance [41] . It has often been used in the context of fair classification [42] , for example, [43] details reweighting as a way to remove discrimination without relabeling instances. For reinforcement learning, [44] used an importance sampling approach for selecting fair policies. There is also a body of work on fair clustering [45] [46] [47] [48] which ensure that the clustering assignments are balanced with respect to some sensitive attribute.
Density ratio estimation using classifiers. The use of classifiers for estimating density ratios has a rich history of prior works across ML [12] . For deep generative modeling, density ratios estimated by classifiers have been used for expanding the class of various learning objectives [13, 49, 50] , evaluation metrics based on two-sample tests [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] , or improved Monte Carlo inference via these models [58] [59] [60] [61] . [58] use importance reweighting for alleviating model bias between p data and p θ . Closest related is the proposal of [62] to use importance reweighting for learning generative models where training and test distributions differ, but explicit importance weights are provided for at least a subset of the training examples. We consider a more realistic, weakly-supervised setting where we estimate the importance weights using a small unbiased dataset. 
DISCUSSION & FUTURE WORK
We considered the task of fair data generation given access to a (potentially small) unbiased dataset and a large biased dataset. For data efficient learning, we proposed an importance weighted objective that corrects bias by reweighting the biased datapoints. These weights are estimated by a binary classifier. Empirically, we showed that our technique outperforms baselines by 57.1% on average in reducing dataset bias on CelebA without incurring a significant reduction in sample quality.
We stress the need for caution in using our techniques and interpreting the empirical findings. For scaling our evaluation, we relied on a pretrained attribute classifier for inferring the bias in the generated data samples. The classifiers we considered are highly accurate w.r.t. the train/test splits, but can have blind spots especially when evaluated on generated data. For future work, we would like to investigate human evaluations on different bias-mitigation approaches as well [63].
Our work presents an initial foray into the field of fair data generation with weak supervision, highlighting several challenges which also serve as opportunities for future work. As a case in point, our work calls for rethinking sample quality metrics for generative models in the presence of dataset bias. On one hand, our approach increases the diversity of generated samples in the sense that the different subgroups are more balanced; at the same time, however, variation across other image features decreases because the newly generated underrepresented samples are learned from a smaller dataset of underrepresented subgroups.
We proposed evaluation metrics in this work based on absolute measures of sample quality w.r.t. p unbias , as well as relative discrepancies in sample quality and protected attributes respectively. We duly acknowledge imperfections with these metrics. Besides requiring additional supervision for evaluation (e.g., an accurate gender classifier), it is possible for simple tricks to 'game' these metrics when looked in isolation. For example, current metrics such as FID show limited use in evaluating mitigation of bias, as they prefer models trained on larger datasets without any bias correction to avoid even slight compromises on perceptual sample quality. This suggests that such metrics may be unsuitable for model selection in high-stake scenarios where fairness across subgroups is crucial.
In summary, the need for better unsupervised metrics for evaluating fairness is an open and critical direction for future work. Finally, it would be interesting to explore whether even weaker forms of supervision would be possible for this task, e.g., when the biased dataset has a somewhat disjoint but related support from the small, unbiased dataset -this would be highly reflective of the diverse data sources used for training many current and upcoming large-scale ML systems [64] .
[20] Martin Heusel, Hubert Ramsauer, Thomas Unterthiner, Bernhard Nessler, and Sepp Hochreiter. Gans trained by a two time-scale update rule converge to a local nash equilibrium. In Advances in Neural Information Processing Systems, pages 6626-6637, 2017.
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Supplementary Material
A Proof of Theorem 1
Proof. Since p bias (x|z = k) and p bias (x|z = k ) have disjoint supports for k = k , we know that for all x, there exists a deterministic mapping f : X → Z such that p bias (x|z = f (x)) > 0. Further, for allx ∈ f −1 (z):
p unbias (x|z = f (x)) = 0.
Combining Eqs. 9,10 above with the assumption in Eq. 7, we can simplify the density ratios as:
p bias (x|f (x))p bias (f (x)) p unbias (x|f (x))p unbias (f (x)) (using Eqs. 9,10)
= p bias (f (x)) p unbias (f (x)) (using Eq. 7)
= b(f (x)).
From Eq. 5 and Eq. 11, the Bayes optimal classifier c * can hence be expressed as:
The optimal cross-entropy loss of a binary classifier c for density ratio estimation (DRE) can then be expressed as:
) γb(f (x)) + 1 (using Eq. 15) (17)
(using Eqs. 9,10).
B Architecture and Hyperparameter Configurations
We used PyTorch [65] for all our experiments. Our overall experimental framework involved three different kinds of models which we describe below.
B.1 Attribute classifier
We use the same architecture and hyperparameters for both the single-and multi-attribute classifiers. Both are variants of ResNet-18 where the output number of classes correspond to the dataset split (e.g. 2 classes for single-attribute, 4 classes for the multi-attribute experiment).
Architecture. We provide the architectural details in Table 2 below:
Hyperparameters. During training, we use a batch size of 64 and the Adam optimizer with learning rate = 0.001. The classifiers learn relatively quickly for both scenarios and we only needed to train for 15 epochs. We used early stopping with the validation set in CelebA to determine the best model to use for downstream evaluation. 
B.2 Density Ratio Classifier
Architecture. We provide the architectural details in Table 2 Hyperparameters. We also use a batch size of 64, the Adam optimizer with learning rate = 0.0001, and a total of 15 epochs to train the density ratio estimate classifier.
Experimental Details. We note a few steps we had to take during the training and validation procedure. Because of the imbalance in both (a) unbalanced/balanced dataset sizes and (b) gender ratios, we found that a naive training procedure encouraged the classifier to predict all data points as belonging to the biased, unbalanced dataset. To prevent this phenomenon from occuring, two minor modifications were necessary:
1. We balance the distribution between the two datasets in each minibatch: that is, we ensure that the classifier sees equal numbers of data points from the balanced (y = 1) and unbalanced (y = 0) datasets for each batch. This provides enough signal for the classifier to learn meaningful density ratios, as opposed to a trivial mapping of all points to the larger dataset.
2. We apply a similar balancing technique when testing against the validation set. However, instead of balancing the minibatch, we weight the contribution of the losses from the balanced and unbalanced datasets. Specifically, the loss is computed as: 
B.3 Progressive GAN
Architecture. The architectural details for the Progressive GAN are provided in Table 4 below: Hyperparameters. We use a batch size of 16, and the Adam optimizer with learning rate = 0.0001, and β 1 = 0, β 2 = 0.99. We train the model using a progressively-grown WGAN-GP with gradient penalty weight = 10.
Noise is distributed uniformly on the surface of a hypersphere of radius √ 256.
B.4 Dataset construction procedure
We construct such dataset splits from the full CelebA training set using the following procedure. We initially fix our dataset size to be roughly 135K out of the total 162K based on the total number of females present in the data. Then for each level of bias, we partition 1/4 of males and 1/4 of females into D unbias to achieve the 50-50 ratio. The remaining number of examples are used for D bias , where the number of males and females are adjusted to match the desired level of bias (e.g. 90). Finally at each level of unbiased dataset size perc, we discard the appropriate fraction of datapoints from both the male and female category in D unbias . For example, for perc = 0.5, we discard half the number of females and half the number of males from D unbias .
C Density Ratio Classifier Analysis
In Figure 5 , we show the calibration curves for the density ratio classifiers for each of the D unbias dataset sizes across all levels of bias. As evident from the plots, the classifiers are already calibrated and did not require any post-training recalibration.
Model
Optimal Empirical single, bias=0.9 70% 68.6% single, bias=0.8 65% 63.7% multi 67.6% 60.4% Table 5 : Comparison between the 0-1 accuracy loss of the optimal 0-1 classifier and learned density ratio classifier post thresholding of predicted probabilities. Table 5 shows that our density ratio classifier achieves an accuracy close to the optimal 0-1 accuracy on this dataset. 
D.1 Downstream Classification Task
We note that although it is difficult to directly compare our model to supervised baselines such as FairGAN [39] and FairnessGAN [40] due to the unsupervised nature of our work, we conduct further evaluations on a relevant downstream task classification task, adapted to a fairness setting.
In this task, we augment a biased dataset (165K exmaples) with a "fair" dataset (135K examples) generated by a pre-trained GAN to use for training a classifier, then evaluate the classifier's performance on a held-out dataset of true examples. We train a conditional GAN using the AC-GAN objective [66] , where the conditioning is on an arbitrary downstream attribute of interest (e.g., we consider the "attractiveness" attribute of CelebA as in [40] ). Our goal is to learn a fair classifier trained to predict the attribute of interest in a way that is fair with respect to gender, the sensitive attribute.
As an evaluation metric, we use the demographic parity distance (∆ dp ), denoted as the absolute difference in demographic parity between two classifiers f and g:
∆ dp = |f dp − g dp | We consider 2 AC-GAN variants: (1) equi-weight trained on D bias ∪ D unbias ; and (2) imp-weight, which reweights the loss by the density ratio estimates. The classifier is trained on both real and generated images for both AC-GAN variants, with the labels given by the conditioned attractiveness values for the respective generations. The classifier is then asked to predict attractiveness for the CelebA test set.
As shown in Table 6 , we find that the classifier trained on both real data and synthetic data generated by our imp-weight AC-GAN achieved a much lower ∆ dp than the equi-weight baseline, demonstrating that our method achieves a higher demographic parity with respect to the sensitive attribute, despite the fact that we did not explicitly use labels during training.
Model
Accuracy NLL ∆ dp Baseline classifier, no data augmentation 79% 0.7964 0.038 equi-weight 79% 0.7902 0.032 imp-weight (ours) 75% 0.7564 0.002 Table 6 : For the CelebA dataset, classifier accuracy, negative log-likelihood, and ∆ dp across bias = 90 and perc=1.0 on the downstream classification task. Our importance-weighting method learns a fair classifier that achieves a lower ∆ dp , as desired, albeit with a slight reduction in accuracy.
D.2 Multi-Attribute Experiment
The results for the multi-attribute split based on gender and the presence of black hair are shown in Figure 6 . As a reminder to the reader, there could be potential pitfalls in evaluation for data generation due to imperfections of the multi-attribute classifier. For instance, in Figure 6a , some samples classified as females without black hair seem to have darker hair shades based on visual inspection. Even in this challenging setup involving two latent bias factors, we find that the importance weighted approach again outperforms the baselines in almost all cases in mitigating bias in the generated data while admitting a small deterioration in image quality overall.
